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EDITORIAL 
Hey Readers, cheers to the New Year 2024! A Very happy and joyous 

new Year to you all. Wishing every day of this new year to be filled 

with success, and prosperity for you and may it brings you warmth, 

love, and light to guide your path to a positive destination. Every end 

marks a new beginning keep your spirits and determination unshaken, 

and walk the road of glory. No one can go back in time to change what 

has happened, so work on your present to make yourself a wonderful 

future. You’re supposed to let go of the past and start off new. Forgive 

all those who have hurt you and be open to new relations, opportunities 

and achievements. That is why it is called the ‘New Year’. Once again 

A Happy New Year”  to all the dear readers.

A Visit to the Grid Station

th7  December 2023
thOn 7th of December, Students of Class 10  and O-Level-III were given the opportunity to 

visit 132kv University Grid Station, Peshawar. The visit served to be very educational 

as we were given an eye opener on how electricity is managed and distributed across 

the city. We were given a tour of the grid station by the management as they showcased 

their 6 huge transformers which bear the responsibility of controlling the voltage of our 

city. The grid station, as indicated in its name, receives 132000 volts which is then 

stepped down to 11000 volts. Furthermore, we were also shown the 11kv room from 

where we were introduced to various electric equipments such as bus coupler, feeders 

and capacitors all of which aid in suppling electricity to various regions in Peshawar. As 

students, we are really curious to know how electricity is operated and distributed, so 

this visit helped us quench our thirst of knowledge. Especially after studying about in 

books, so seeing it all together in real life was truly an exceptional experience. Moreover.

I would like to extend my thanks and gratefulness to our Principal, our beloved teachers 

and the management team for arranging this visit for us. 

That truly was an enjoyable experience.

Reported by: Arina Kiani and Aaira Yousaf O-Level-III (Tulip)
Warsak Road, Campus

The 

We're excited to share the 

exhilarating success of 

Peshawar Model Girls High School 

Warsak Road Peshawar at the

recent Sports Olympiad hosted by 

PMEN Peshawar Model Education 

Network at the Hayatabad Sports 

Complex. With passion, skill, and 

unwavering teamwork, our school 

sports girls showcased exceptional 

performances in various sports, 

leaving a spectacular mark of 

triumph.

Our  team displayed BASKETBALL

unparallel  teamwork and 

sportsmanship, securing a 

great victory that echoed through 

the sports court. Their dedication 

and precision on the court earned 

them a well-deserved win.

The  spectators BADMINTON

witnessed a display of skill and 

finess as our players dominated 

the competition. Their strategic 

moves and acrobatic play led 

them to victory. In a fierce 

contest of 100M Race, our sprinter 

demonstrated lightning speed and 

determination, crossing the finish 

line with unmatched speed. 

Our school stood tall as overall 

winner among the Girl’s branches, 

of that Competition, a testament 

to the dedication and hard work 

of our girls athletes. Their 

achievements underscore the 

importance of gender equality 

and empowerment through sports.

      TARIQ SETHI (Director of PMEN).

whose presence added grace and 

prestige to the event, distributed 

prizes among the winners. This 

victory is not just about winning 

games, it's about fostering a spirit 

of sportsmanship, teamwork, and 

healthy competition. Thanks 

to all the participants, coaches, 

and supporters who contributed 

to this remarkable achievement.

Commendable achievements at the 15th Art Beat National Child Art Competition & 
Exhibition hosted by Little Art Organization on December 8, 2023, at Zahoor Ul Akhlaq 
Gallery, Lahore National College of Arts (NCA). The exhibition was inaugurated by 
Prof. Sarvat Ali, Head of Studies. Our school has been a part of this for 8 years.
Proudly showcasing the artistic prowess of Peshawar Model Girls High School, Warsak 
Road  Campus, two students secured the 4th prize Gold Medal and were invited for 
Prize Distribution Ceremony at NCA,Lahore.
Unzela Gulali (IX - P)     -      Hiba Durrani (VII-G)
Two girls from Class 5 distinguished themselves with the 5th Prize Silver Medal:
Rajhana (V-A)      -       Tayyaba (V-A)
Two girls grabbed 6th Prize Bronze Medal:
Areesha Khan (V-Z)         -        Manahal Qaiser (V-Z)
Additionally, our institution was honored with the "Creative School Award" reinforcing 
our commitment to fostering education and visual culture among children and youth.

Literacy Week
"PMGHS Warsak Road Campus Junior 
Section students enthusiastically 
celebrated Literacy Week! From
Nov 23,2023 to Nov 29, 2023. The 
festivities included a diverse range 
of competitions for students among 
classes of  1 to 3. These competitions 
encompassed reading, writing, 
and a quiz that covered English, 
General Knowledge, and Islamiat, 
Urdu featuring both textual and 
visual questions. Warm Wishes 
to the outstanding performers 
who secured victory and received 
well-earned certificates!
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My Every Thing 
My Teacher 

In history, you are my queen.In history, you are my queen.
In Geography, you are my world.In Geography, you are my world.
In Biology, you are my heart.In Biology, you are my heart.
In Chemistry, you are my OxygenIn Chemistry, you are my Oxygen
In Physics, you are my Gravity.In Physics, you are my Gravity.
In Maths, you are my Solution.In Maths, you are my Solution.
In Islamiyat, you are my Guidance.In Islamiyat, you are my Guidance.
In English, you are my Love.In English, you are my Love.
In Urdu, you are my Ghalib.In Urdu, you are my Ghalib.
In Arabic, you are my Habibi.In Arabic, you are my Habibi.
In Pashto, you are my Janan.In Pashto, you are my Janan.
In Book, you are my Words.In Book, you are my Words.
In Sleep, you are my dreams.In Sleep, you are my dreams.
In Mind, you are my Thoughts.In Mind, you are my Thoughts.
In Song, you are my Lyrics.In Song, you are my Lyrics.
In Short, you are my Everything In Short, you are my Everything 

In history, you are my queen.
In Geography, you are my world.
In Biology, you are my heart.
In Chemistry, you are my Oxygen
In Physics, you are my Gravity.
In Maths, you are my Solution.
In Islamiyat, you are my Guidance.
In English, you are my Love.
In Urdu, you are my Ghalib.
In Arabic, you are my Habibi.
In Pashto, you are my Janan.
In Book, you are my Words.
In Sleep, you are my dreams.
In Mind, you are my Thoughts.
In Song, you are my Lyrics.
In Short, you are my Everything 

Romeena Rahid (VII-A)
Warsak Road, Campus

Arooba Afzaal (IX-G)
Warsak Road, Campus

Open the doors of the window, let the air forceOpen the doors of the window, let the air force
come in. Both of you three! Get out of the class.come in. Both of you three! Get out of the class.
Close the window of the class, I have winter Close the window of the class, I have winter 
in my nose.in my nose.

Open the doors of the window, let the air force
come in. Both of you three! Get out of the class.
Close the window of the class, I have winter 
in my nose.

Inside the Class:Inside the Class:Inside the Class:

About the Family:About the Family:About the Family:
I have two daughters, both of them are girls.I have two daughters, both of them are girls.
My long sister was boiling in the water so,My long sister was boiling in the water so,
I Sent her to the hospital.I Sent her to the hospital.

I have two daughters, both of them are girls.
My long sister was boiling in the water so,
I Sent her to the hospital.

At the Ground:At the Ground:At the Ground:
All of you stand in a straight line.All of you stand in a straight line.All of you stand in a straight line.

Giving a Punishment:Giving a Punishment:Giving a Punishment:
You! Rotate the class four times. Both of you You! Rotate the class four times. Both of you 
stand in a straight circle.stand in a straight circle.
You! Rotate the class four times. Both of you 
stand in a straight circle.

THE PARTS OF SPEECH

POEM

Urooba Khalid (VIII-A)
Warsak Road, Campus

Every name is called a noun.
As field and fountain, street and town.
In place of noun, the pronoun stands.
As he and she can clap their hands.
The adjective describes the thing
The magic wand or bridal ring.
The verb means action, something done.
As read & write & jump & run
How things are done the adverbs tell.
As quickly, slowly, badly, well
The preposition shows relation.
As in the rest or at the station.
Conjunction join in many ways
Sentences words or phrase & phrase
The interjection cries out, "Hark!
I need an exclamation mark!

Facts Facts 
about about 
IslamIslam

Facts 
about 
Islam

1): The word “Islam” means “submission 1): The word “Islam” means “submission 

      to the will of God”      to the will of God”

2): Followers of Islam are called muslims.2): Followers of Islam are called muslims.

3): Islam is the 2nd largest religion in the 3): Islam is the 2nd largest religion in the 

      world after christianity.      world after christianity.

4): The Quran Pak is the holy book of Islam.4): The Quran Pak is the holy book of Islam.

5): Mosques are places where Muslims 5): Mosques are places where Muslims 

      worship.      worship.

6): Muslims believe in monotheism.6): Muslims believe in monotheism.

1): The word “Islam” means “submission 

      to the will of God”

2): Followers of Islam are called muslims.

3): Islam is the 2nd largest religion in the 

      world after christianity.

4): The Quran Pak is the holy book of Islam.

5): Mosques are places where Muslims 

      worship.

6): Muslims believe in monotheism.

Spogmay (VI-S)
Warsak Road, Campus

Information 
About 

CSS Stands for central superior services. The 
CSS exams are the most renowned competitive 
examination in Pakistan. Every year, the 
Federal Public Service Commission (FPSC) 
conducts this examination. The age limit for 
CSS exam is 21 to 30 years. The age limit can
relaxed by two years (i.e 32 years). The minimal 
education qualification for CSS applicants is a 
bachelor’s Degree. Candidates must have 
graduated with at least a second division from 
a reputable university in Pakistan or abroad. 
CSS exam has 12 papers including 6 compulsory 
and 6 optional papers. Each paper contains 
100 marks. CSS Exam has 1200 marks in total.

Rahimah Rafay (VIII-C)Rahimah Rafay (VIII-C)
Warsak Road, CampusWarsak Road, Campus

Rahimah Rafay (VIII-C)
Warsak Road, Campus

PAMUKKALE TURKEYPAMUKKALE TURKEYPAMUKKALE TURKEY
Pamukkale, a Turkish word, meaning cotton castle is a natural site in DenizliPamukkale, a Turkish word, meaning cotton castle is a natural site in Denizli
in southwestan Turkey. The area is famous for a carbonate mineral left by in southwestan Turkey. The area is famous for a carbonate mineral left by 
the flowing water. Over the course of thousands of years, this mineral hasthe flowing water. Over the course of thousands of years, this mineral has
formed white water pools famous around the whole world for their heatingformed white water pools famous around the whole world for their heating
and healing properties. These are natural, snow white hot springs arrangedand healing properties. These are natural, snow white hot springs arranged
just like those of terraced fields in mountains. On the top of the picturesquejust like those of terraced fields in mountains. On the top of the picturesque
soak, Pamukkale is also home to the impressively preserved  ruins of the soak, Pamukkale is also home to the impressively preserved  ruins of the 
ancient Roman spa-city Hierapolis where you can bathe like an emperor ancient Roman spa-city Hierapolis where you can bathe like an emperor 
among the submerged centuries-old columns.among the submerged centuries-old columns.

Pamukkale, a Turkish word, meaning cotton castle is a natural site in Denizli
in southwestan Turkey. The area is famous for a carbonate mineral left by 
the flowing water. Over the course of thousands of years, this mineral has
formed white water pools famous around the whole world for their heating
and healing properties. These are natural, snow white hot springs arranged
just like those of terraced fields in mountains. On the top of the picturesque
soak, Pamukkale is also home to the impressively preserved  ruins of the 
ancient Roman spa-city Hierapolis where you can bathe like an emperor 
among the submerged centuries-old columns.

Zaaish Amir (O-Level-III) Warsak Road, CampusZaaish Amir (O-Level-III) Warsak Road, CampusZaaish Amir (O-Level-III) Warsak Road, Campus

In 2019, people around the world  were living In 2019, people around the world  were living 
with a mental  disorder, with anxiety and with a mental  disorder, with anxiety and 
depression being the most common ones.depression being the most common ones.

In 2019, people around the world  were living 
with a mental  disorder, with anxiety and 
depression being the most common ones.

Maha Naeem (O-1-Daisy)
Warsak Road, Campus

5 Ways to End Mental Health Stigma.5 Ways to End Mental Health Stigma.5 Ways to End Mental Health Stigma.
1) Educate yourself about mental health1) Educate yourself about mental health
2) Share real life examples of people with disorders 2) Share real life examples of people with disorders 
3) Talk & share your thoughts with your loved ones.3) Talk & share your thoughts with your loved ones.
4) Listen and support others with mental health issues.4) Listen and support others with mental health issues.
5) Normalize having conversations on this topic.5) Normalize having conversations on this topic.
    And don't treat others like an outcast or the odd ones.     And don't treat others like an outcast or the odd ones. 

1) Educate yourself about mental health
2) Share real life examples of people with disorders 
3) Talk & share your thoughts with your loved ones.
4) Listen and support others with mental health issues.
5) Normalize having conversations on this topic.
    And don't treat others like an outcast or the odd ones. 

COMPARISONS BEGONECOMPARISONS BEGONECOMPARISONS BEGONE
Life is like a big, colorful playground where everyone plays a different Life is like a big, colorful playground where everyone plays a different 
game. Comparing people is like saying one game is better than another,game. Comparing people is like saying one game is better than another,
but it’s not fair because each game is special. Why compare when everybut it’s not fair because each game is special. Why compare when every
game is a masterpiece in its own. We’re all different, like differentgame is a masterpiece in its own. We’re all different, like different
flavors of ice cream. Some people are good at one thing, others are at flavors of ice cream. Some people are good at one thing, others are at 
something else, and that’s what makes life interesting. Let’s enjoy our something else, and that’s what makes life interesting. Let’s enjoy our 
own games and celebrate eachother’s victories without trying to fit own games and celebrate eachother’s victories without trying to fit 
everyone into the same mold. After all, it’s the mix of all these uniqueeveryone into the same mold. After all, it’s the mix of all these unique
games that makes out playground so much fun!games that makes out playground so much fun!

Life is like a big, colorful playground where everyone plays a different 
game. Comparing people is like saying one game is better than another,
but it’s not fair because each game is special. Why compare when every
game is a masterpiece in its own. We’re all different, like different
flavors of ice cream. Some people are good at one thing, others are at 
something else, and that’s what makes life interesting. Let’s enjoy our 
own games and celebrate eachother’s victories without trying to fit 
everyone into the same mold. After all, it’s the mix of all these unique
games that makes out playground so much fun!

Samavia Iqbal III(Tulip) Warsak Road, Campus

Facts About The DajjalFacts About The DajjalFacts About The Dajjal
1) Dajjal will be blind in one eye.1) Dajjal will be blind in one eye.
2) "Kaafir" will be written on Dajjals forehead 2) "Kaafir" will be written on Dajjals forehead 
     which every muslim will be able to read.     which every muslim will be able to read.
3) Dajjal won't be able to enter makkah 3) Dajjal won't be able to enter makkah 
    and madinah.    and madinah.
4) Dajjal will have enough power to make 4) Dajjal will have enough power to make 
    a dead person alive.    a dead person alive.
5) Dajjal will be the biggest fitnah in history5) Dajjal will be the biggest fitnah in history
6) 70,000 Jews will follow Dajjal.6) 70,000 Jews will follow Dajjal.
7) Isa (A.S) Will kill Dajjal.7) Isa (A.S) Will kill Dajjal.
8) Dajjal will be the one who will support8) Dajjal will be the one who will support
    Israel, Even though he will die in ludd, Isreal.    Israel, Even though he will die in ludd, Isreal.
9) One of the Companions of Hazrat Muhammad 9) One of the Companions of Hazrat Muhammad 
    (P.B.U.H) Saw Dajjal. The Companion was buried    (P.B.U.H) Saw Dajjal. The Companion was buried
    and was born in "Palestine"    and was born in "Palestine"
10) Imam Mahdi will also fight against the Dajjal.10) Imam Mahdi will also fight against the Dajjal.
      (Imam Mahdi will take revenge from Dajjal      (Imam Mahdi will take revenge from Dajjal
      and will be with Palestinians)      and will be with Palestinians)

1) Dajjal will be blind in one eye.
2) "Kaafir" will be written on Dajjals forehead 
     which every muslim will be able to read.
3) Dajjal won't be able to enter makkah 
    and madinah.
4) Dajjal will have enough power to make 
    a dead person alive.
5) Dajjal will be the biggest fitnah in history
6) 70,000 Jews will follow Dajjal.
7) Isa (A.S) Will kill Dajjal.
8) Dajjal will be the one who will support
    Israel, Even though he will die in ludd, Isreal.
9) One of the Companions of Hazrat Muhammad 
    (P.B.U.H) Saw Dajjal. The Companion was buried
    and was born in "Palestine"
10) Imam Mahdi will also fight against the Dajjal.
      (Imam Mahdi will take revenge from Dajjal
      and will be with Palestinians)

Khansa Sehooj (V-S)
Hayatabad, Campus

Riddles 
a) I am a colour, but you can eat me

b) I become smaller every time I take a bath.

c) What is an astronaut,s favourite key on 

    a keyboard

d) They come out at night and lost in the day.

e) I am unstoppable, But i am easily to waste

f) If I drink, I will die, if I eat, I will grow.

g) Which room has no doors and windows.

h) I have no life, but i can die

Sayeda Khushrooh (VII-B)
Warsak Road, Campus

Answers
a) Orange   b) Soap   c) Space           d) stars
e) Time       f) Fire      g) Mushroom  h) Battery

A U B N E W Y O R K G

B R C S P A I N S I E

E U F G H L T N Y N O

L S R Y X Y A S A K R

G S A A E C L A D H G

I I N W I N Y E A A I

U A C R A R G A N U A

M Q E O D N M L D M H

I M M N C H I N A I L

A U M E L I C A O N H

R S D E N M A R K M D

1) Norway     2) Newyork       3) Russia
4) France       5)  Italy               6) America
7) England     8) Belgium        9) Georgia
10) China       11) Spain         12) Denmark

Romeena Rahid (VII-A)
Warsak Road, Campus

Word Search

Adan Nadeem Khan(IX-S)
Warsak Road, Campus

One of the best and widely known American space 

programs was project Apollo. The Appollo mission 

landed 12 humans, on the moon between 1969 and 

1972. These astronauts set up experiments and 

brought back samples of rock. Their work helped 

scientists learn more about the moon. In 1977 the 

'Voyager I' and 'Voyager II' were launched. A space 

probe is a robot, vehicle used to explore deep space. 

The voyager space probes have sent back pictures 

of jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. Both 

voyagers are still traveling through space. 

Comb was invented by Hazrat Ibrahim (A.S)
Ship was invented by Hazrat Nooh (A.S)
Bridge was invented by Hazrat Yousaf (A.S)
Soap was invented by Hazrat Swaleh (A.S)
Mirror was invented by Hazrat Sulaiman (A.S)
Needle was invented by Hazrat Idress (A.S)

PROPHETS AND THEIR INVENTIONS

Aliza Begum (V-P) Warsak Road, Campus

The Mongol Empire was founded by Genghis khan in 1206. The Mongol Empire emerged from the 

unification of many nomadic tribes who lived on the mongol homeland. Their commanders were 

known as ruthless , harsh, cruel and merciless people. Its founder, Genghis khan is responsible for 

the death of approx. 40 Million People. During its peak time, it expanded to cover most of Eurasia 

due to its technological advances and strong nomadic warriors. It is believed that it was the largest 

empire of the world. They were well known for their tactics, discipline, in intelligence with the 

combination of training and continuous drills made their military really strong. Some of their biggest 

achievements are the re-opening of silk road, reunification of china and reopening of grand canal 

and the victory of several great wars. Their downfall was caused by polygamy. In 1858 due to the 

backstabbing of brothers against brothers since the khans had multiple wives and sons and it is 

generally believed that 0.5% of the worlds male population or roughly 10 million desendents are 

from genghis khan. This huge dynasty now is the country of Mongolia in East Asia.

MONGOL EMPIREMONGOL EMPIREMONGOL EMPIRE

Maha Syed (IX-M) Hayatabad, Campus
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